
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































expression within cell over time
2) repression-based model
1) activation-based model (Choe et al 2006)





































eve, runt, and odd might form a genetic ring oscillator















AB CC B A
1 cycle
palindromic repeat unit


















1 parasegment 1 parasegment
polarised repeat unit
input:











dynamic model for the patterning of prd and slp
D segment-polarity genes are patterned by a 



























































2) gap shifts cause SSE-
driven stripes to shift


















































A each SSE can take over from the clock gradually
SSEs are able to evolve one at a time: 
1) ...along the AP axis
2) ....and within each clock repeat
existing SSEs can be recruited to drive additional stripes
clock enhancer more important SSE more important
SSE 1 clockSSE 2SSE 3SSE 1 clockSSE 2SSE 1 clockclock
more segments generated by the clock fewer segments generated by the clock
1 repeat
more stripes established by cross-regulation
patterning is more dynamic
more stripes established by gap genes
patterning can be less dynamic
size of shift needed to









































simpler gap gene pattern more complex gap gene pattern
segments patterned
by new SSE
segments patterned
by new SSE
evolution of
new SSE
evolution of
new SSE
SSE clock
gap
genes
pair-rule
genes
SSE establishes
stripe; clock
enhancer then
refines it
(clock enhancer may
drive zebra stripes)
clock
pair-rule
genes
stripe driven by
clock enhancer
A P
enhancer
activity
novel Hb
domain
B
C
